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 Chapter 13: Quality, Kind, & Condition

1. beautiful, pretty, handsome, attractive

2. ugly, hideous

3. interesting

4. interesting

5. boring

6. same, like, too, as, also

7. same, like, too, as, also

8. different, however, but

9. opposite, contrast, enemy

10. kind of, type

11. various, miscellaneous, etcetera

12. vary, diverse

13. exact, precise, specific, perfect

14. perfect

15. perfect

16. better

17. best

18. neutral, objective

19. mix, blend, messy

20. confused

21. blurry, hazy, foggy, unclear

22. important, value, worth

23. unimportant, valueless, worthless

24. worth? cost? value?

25. famous, well known

26. chief, superior, higher up

27. special, unique

28. fancy, polite, manners

29. dirty, filthy, pig

30. tranquil, relaxed, chilling

31. strong, health

32. weak, fragile

33. awful, terrible, horrible

34. great, wonderful, awesome, fantastic, excellent

35. great, wonderful, awesome, fantastic, excellent

36. true, very, so, sure, real

37. false, fake, foster

38. honest, truth

39. lie

40. deceive, trick, fool, con

41. private, secret, confidential

42. endure, put up with, stand, tolerate

43. suffer, agony

44. hide, conceal

45. sharp

46. flexible, plastic

47. hot, heat

48. warm

49. wet, moist, damp

50. dry

51. shine, sparkle, glisten, twinkle, glitter

52. dangerous, hazardous, risk, threat

53. strict

54. lazy

55. strange, odd, peculiar

56. cute

57. curious, i wonder

58. rough

59. smooth

60. no good, invalid
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Whether you are beginner or expert, 

mistakes while signing will happen. 

Knowing how to correct these mistakes 

is an important aspect

of ASL.

There are a few

ways to that mistakes

can be corrected in ASL. 

Mistakes in ASL



The OOPS sign: 
ASL Corrections

After the mistake is made, the 
signer can sign OOPS and then sign 
the correct information following 
it. The OOPS sign can be voiced as 
“I mean…” or “actually…”

EXAMPLE:



The WAVE-NO sign has

several functions:

1. Can draw attention to the

mistake

2. Can be a “stronger” no than just “no”

Use WAVE-NO to:

correct information: “No, I’m not Deaf.”

refuse something: “No, I don’t want that.”

signal an objection: “No, you’re wrong.”

ASL Corrections



The most common corrections are signs 

OOPS and WAVE NO. When you make a 

mistake, use either sign and continue 

signing.

Don’t stress or

over-emphasize the

signs or exaggerate

facial expressions.

ASL Corrections



The UM sign: 

ASL Corrections

Shows one is thinking
of what to say or
trying to remember
something. It is also a visual signal 
to inform those watching the 
conversation that the signer isn't 
done.



THINK DISAPPEAR is often used when a 

person cannot remember something.

It can be voiced as:

“it slipped my mind”

“I can’t think of it”

“I lost my train of thought.” 

ASL Corrections



Adverbs that show how something happens are 

called adverbs of manner. They may be 

incorporated into the verb or signed separately 

depending on the word or phrase they modify.

Examples: quickly, slowly, sadly,

and nicely.

English: My friend walks slowly. 

ASL: FRIEND MY WALK (signed  slowly)

English: Mom sat quickly.

ASL: MOM SIT FAST

Types of Adverbs



Adverbs that tell about the

Intensity of an action,

adjective,  or other adverb

are called adverbs of degree.

Examples: very, extremely, rather,

somewhat, quite, pretty, and really.

In ASL, adverbs of degree are usually incorporated into 

the production of the word or phrase they modify by 

changing the timing, size, or manner of the sign. 

Example: Grandpa is quite old.

That class is very hard.

Types of Adverbs



“Deaf World” refers to the Deaf community's

clubs, sporting competitions, and social 

events where Deaf people form the majority

and ASL is the language everybody knows, 

uses, and cherishes.

Deaf World



Deaf culture has developed

out of Deaf people's shared

experiences. They share a

unique heritage of education,

story telling, poetry, the arts,

sports, and social organizations. Unlike most 

cultures, Deaf culture is rarely passed from 

parent to child; instead it is passed from Deaf 

generation to Deaf generation using ASL as the 

major means of communication.

Deaf Culture Transmission



There are TWO conditions for all sign formations:

Symmetry Condition: If a sign is two-handed and both 

hands move, then they will have the same handshape 

and same type of movement (be symmetrical).

Examples: CAN, WITH, HAPPEN

Dominance Condition: If a two-handed sign has 

different handshapes for each hand, then

only the active (dominant) hand can move.

Examples: WORD, MONEY, ESTABLISH

Sign Conditions
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